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About This Game

An action-strategy fantasy defense game with fresh unique gameplay is now available on Steam.

Put four triangles together.

Compress the values of the stones.
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Use stones of 6 elements to execute various spells!

GAME FEATURES:

★ 9 epic stages, from the lowest dungeon to the highest peak!

★ Over 15 upgradable magic spells! Have your Wizard summon stone elementals and polymorph your enemies!

★ Over 30 different enemies, from Goblins to Dragons each with their own skills! Pirates, elves, vikings and more.

★ 30 collectable equipments: Choose your own clothes, weapon and magic staff to fight against the forces of evil!

★ Hours of gameplay with 30 achievements.

★ Extra challenge mode to each stage that will challenge your tactical skills and dexterity to the limit.

★ Great replay value.
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Title: Defend Your Kingdom
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Burning Pick Entertainment
Publisher:
Burning Pick Entertainment
Release Date: 27 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2

Processor: Pentium 4, Celeron, Atom, Xeon

Memory: 250 MB RAM

Graphics: 128 MB Graphics card

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 350 MB available space

English
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CANNOT KILL THE BOSS, TOO TOUGH!. This is great! Now release book 1 Julith as well please.. Movement in this game
alone is enough for me to not want to play more than the time I have played. It is absolutely brutal.. The Title was enough to win
me over, I loved Galaga as a kid and still do, plus Gilligan's Island is just some fun campy nostalgia
The gameplay is fantastic and actually has a fairly unique flight mechanic; unusual to see innovation in the genre but always
welcome
The Music is good overall and the boss music is FANTASTIC
Visually the game takes sprites that would be low quality on their own and makes them look fantastic
Be Warned: One life, no continues, this game is hard

2\/10, no Gilligan's island (yet..?)

Keep up the good work!. This is one of my favorite Nancy Drew games. It has a nice balance between sleuthing and puzzle
solving, which is something that many of the newer games in this series are lacking. The plot isn't very complex, but it is
interesting and had some unexpected twists. If you enjoy point and click mysteries, I think you will like this game a lot.
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I am very glad this games exists. At first, I only bought it because of its sarcastic title and after a couple of minutes of play I
thought that the game is in an amusing way strange but has maybe some rather poorly written dialogues. But wow \u2013 may
whole perception of the game changed.

Like games as \u201cto the moon\u201d or \u201cRichard & Alice\u201d it shows very good, what one can achieve even with
very limited technology if it is used not to create a generic JRPG but to focus on the story and create some unexpected and
creative narration.

Surely, some people might be angered or outraged because the game clearly shows tendencies to discuss some issues about
misogyny, gender relations and the social construction of gender. It has by times some strong statements even if they are good
incorporated in the narration.

Besides that, the story is simply strong! The weird sci-fi story mixed with a tragic love story and a young woman looking for her
destiny in a pretty strange world that gets day per day more twisted. The whole story about love, violence, friendship, terrorism,
sects, sex and the hate for women in the history of medicine is brought to you with the help of great way of narration: A surreal
way of breaking the fourth wall (breaking? Devastation of the forth wall and half of the stage) and strange \u201cSophie\u2019s
World interaction\u201d without the consciousness of the main character, which you control, and what indeed is the problem.
. Awesome for an early access game. Gets hard after a few levels. Highly recommend. I would really like to have left a good
review for this game because I enjoyed it so much... up until the game breaking bug I hit. Incredibly disappointing.. It is
particularly useful when studying electronics because its possible to build, test and monitor a circuit. I found it very user friendly
and I became familiar with how to build, delete and change the parameters of my circuit very quickly.. Wow, got me few times.
Even tho its short it's definitely worth it as kinda unique experience of it's own and even more so if you have a bunch of people
to show it for in the future :). Not bad at all for a mobile game but my opinion is totally biased since I like this type of games.
The only issue I have is that the enemy animations are quite poor and slow as if they are lagging..? Nobody is answering me
about this issue on the forums though.

Reminds me of the ps1 era Dino Crisis but with zombies and much much better controls.. Excellent, responsive developer.
The gameplay is simple city builder stuff with the added angle of faith.
Visuals are nice and relaxing.
There is a natural disaster every minute or so, locusts and earthquakes.
The rest of the game is just waiting for the resources to fill.
Building is free form which is good and bad: good, you can build it any way you want. Bad, making a nicely uniform city is
basically impossible and building roads is WAY harder than it needs to be.
This still needs A LOT of work to be good, but it is off to a good start.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/UP2oNJ8az0A. A captivating novel. The author defenitly knew what he was doing, using subtle (and not so
subtle) shifts in vocabulary depending on the current protagonist, and painting a vivid picture of the Cyberpunk world of
Satellite Reign. I especially liked the chapter transitions.

Took me around 3h 15min to read the 144 pages in one go. Since i'm a fast reader, but had to look up some english words
(without internet in a physical dictionary!) i guess this cancels out, and you can expect three to three and a half hours of a read.

Since i picked this up when criminally underpriced in a sale, i defenitly recomend this prequel novella.. (Update): The game has
had development, and I can see they are on the right track. One thing I would suggest changing is how stories are collected. I
don't know what a better option is, but I know that the current method hurts my eyes.

Concept: 100%
Work in progress: 100%

I think this will be a fantastic game! The developer has a long way to go though. I haven't played much, but I feel like until there
is more work done, I will get aggrivated at the lack of work done so far.

I look forward to the future development and will probably check back in a few months.. Wow, how completely disappointing
was this game? Extremely! Very few levels, and no upgrades, no option to set the level of challenge even. I will avoid games
from this maker.
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